along with an answer-generation Reader model, based on reinforcement learning. We report extensive experimental results showing that our method significantly improves on the state of the art for multiple open-domain QA datasets.
In recent years researchers have achieved considerable success applying neural network methods to question answering (QA). These approaches have achieved state of the art results in simplified closeddomain settings 1 such as the SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) dataset, which provides a pre-selected passage, from which the answer to a given question may be extracted. More recently, researchers have begun to tackle open-domain QA, in which the model is given a question and access to a large corpus (e.g., wikipedia) instead of a pre-selected passage (Chen et al., 2017a) . This setting is more complex as it requires large-scale search for relevant passages by an information retrieval component, combined with a reading comprehension model that "reads" the passages to generate an answer to the question. Performance in this setting lags considerably behind closed-domain performance.
In this paper, we present a novel opendomain QA system called Reinforced Ranker-Reader (R 3 ), based on two algorithmic innovations. First, we propose a new pipeline for open-domain QA with a Ranker component, which learns to rank retrieved passages in terms of likelihood of generating the ground-truth answer to a given question. Second, we propose a novel method that jointly trains the Ranker
Introduction
Open-domain question answering (QA) is a key challenge in natural language processing. A successful open-domain QA system must be able to effectively retrieve and comprehend one or more knowledge sources to infer a correct answer. Knowledge sources can be knowledge bases (Berant et al., 2013) or structured or unstructured text passages (Ferrucci et al., 2010; Baudiš andŠedivỳ, 2015) .
Recent deep learning-based research has focused on open-domain QA based on large text corpora such as wikipedia, applying a two-stepprocess of information retrieval (IR) to extract passages and reading comprehension (RC) to select an answer phrase from them (Chen et al., 2017a; Dhingra et al., 2017b) . These methods, which we call QA with Search-and-Reading (SR-QA), are a simple yet powerful approach for open-domain QA. Dividing the pipeline into IR and RC stages leverages an enormous body of research in both IR and RC, including recent successes in RC via neural network techniques (Wang and Jiang, 2017b; Yu et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017) .
The main difference between training SR-QA and standard RC models is in the passages used for training. In standard RC model training, passages are manually selected to guarantee that groundtruth answers are contained and annotated within the passage (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) . 2 By con-Q: What is the largest island in the Philippines? A: Luzon P1 Mindanao is the second largest and easternmost island in the Philippines. P2 As an island, Luzon is the Philippine's largest at 104,688 square kilometers, and is also the world's 17th largest island. P3 Manila, located on east central Luzon Island, is the national capital and largest city. trast, in SR-QA approaches such as (Chen et al., 2017a; Dhingra et al., 2017b) , the model is given only QA-pairs and uses an IR component to retrieve passages similar to the question from a large corpus. Depending on the quality of the IR component, retrieved passages may not contain or entail the correct answer, making RC training more difficult. Table 1 shows an example which illustrates the difficulty. This ordering was produced by an off-the-shelf IR engine using the BM25 algorithm. The correct answer is contained in passage P2. The top passage (P1), despite being ranked highest by the IR engine, is ineffective for answering the question, since it fails to capture the semantic distinction between "largest" and "second largest". Passage P3 contains the answer text ("Luzon") but does not semantically entail the correct answer ("Luzon is the largest island in the Philippines"). Including passages such as P1 and P3 in the text used for the RC component introduces noise which can degrade training. 3 In this paper we propose a different approach to the problem which explicitly separates the tasks of predicting the likelihood that a passage provides the answer (Ranking) and reading those passages to extract the correct answer (Reading). Specifically we propose an end-to-end framework consisting of two components: A Ranker and a Reader (i.e. RC model). The Ranker selects the passage most likely to entail the answer and passes it to the Reader, which reads and extracts from that passage. The Reader is trained using SGD/backprop to maximize the likelihood of the span containing the correct answer (if one exists). The Ranker is trained using RE-INFORCE (Williams, 1992 ) with a reward de-termined by how well the Reader extracts answers from the top ranked passages. In this way the Ranker is optimized with an objective determined by the end-performance on answer prediction, which provides a strong signal to distinguish passages lexically similar to but semantically different from the question.
We discuss the Ranker-Reader model in detail in the next section but briefly, the Ranker and Reader are implemented as variants of Match-LSTM models (Wang and Jiang, 2016) . These models were originally designed for solving the text entailment problem. To adapt them to this task, different non-linear layers have been added for either selecting the passages or predicting the start and end positions of the answer in the passage.
We evaluate our model on five different datasets and achieve the state-of-the-art results on four of the them. Our results also show the merits of employing a separate REINFORCE-trained ranking component over several challenging fully supervised baselines.
Framework
Problem Definition We assume that we have available a factoid question q to be answered and a set of passages which may contain the groundtruth answer a g . Those passages 4 are the top N retrieved from a corpus by an IR model supplied with the question, for N a hyper-parameter. During training we are given only the (q, a g ) pairs, together with an IR model with index built on an open-domain corpus.
Framework Overview An overview of the Ranker-Reader model is shown in Figure 1 . It shows two key components: a Ranker, which selects passages from which an answer can be extracted, and a Reader which extracts answers from supplied passages. Both the Ranker and Reader compare the question to each of the passages to generate passage representations based on how well they match the question. The Ranker uses these "matched" representations to select a single passage which is most likely to contain the answer. The selected passage is then processed by the Reader to extract an answer sequence. We train the reader using SGD/backprop and produce a reward to train the Ranker via REINFORCE.
R : Reinforced Ranker-Reader
In this section, we first review the Match-LSTM (Wang and Jiang, 2016) which provides input for both the Reader and Ranker. We then detail the Reader and Ranker components, and the procedure for joint training, including the objective function used for RL training.
Passage Representation Using Match-LSTM To effectively rank and read passages they must be matched to the question. This comparison is performed with a Match-LSTM, a state-of-theart model for text entailment, shown on the right in Figure 1 . Match-LSTMs use an attention mechanism to compute word similarities between the passage and question sequences. These are first encoded as matrices Q and P, respectively, by a Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) with hidden dimension l. With Q words in question Q and P words in passage P we can write:
where H p ∈ R l×P and H q ∈ R l×Q are the hidden states for the passage and the question. In order to improve computational efficiency without degrading performance, we simplify the attention mechanism of the original Match-LSTM by computing the attention weights G as follows:
where W g ∈ R l×l and b g ∈ R l are the learnable parameters. The outer product (· ⊗ e Q ) repeats the column vector b g Q times to form an l × l matrix. The i-th column of G ∈ R Q×P represents the normalized attention weights over all the question words for the i-th word in passage. We can use this attention matrix G to form representations of the question for each word in passage:
Next, we produce the word matching representations M ∈ R 2l×P using H p and H q as follows:
where W m ∈ R 2l×4l are learnable parameters; · · is the column concatenation of matrices; Elementwise operations (· ·) and (· − ·) are also used to represent word-level matching (Wang and Jiang, 2017a; Chen et al., 2017b) .
Finally, we aggregate the word matching representations through another bi-directional LSTM:
where H m ∈ R l×P is the sequence matching representation between a passage and a question.
To produce the input for the Ranker and Reader described next, we apply Match-LSTMs to the question and each of the passages. To reduce model complexity, the Ranker and Reader share the same M but have separate parameters for the aggregation stage shown in Eqn.(4), resulting different H m , denoted as H Rank and H Read respectively.
Ranker The role of the Ranker in our model is to select a passage for reading by the Reader. To do this, we train the Ranker using reinforcement learning, to output a policy or probability distribution over passages. At training time that policy will be sampled while at test time we take the argmax passage. First, we create a fixed-size vector representation for each passage from the matching representations H Rank i , i ∈ [1, N ], using a standard max pooling operation. The result u i is a representation of the i-th passage. We then concatenate the individual passage representations and apply a non-linear transformation followed by a normalization to compute the passage probabilities γ. Specifically:
where W c ∈ R l×l and b c , w c ∈ R l are the parameters to optimize; u i ∈ R l represents how the i th passage matches the question; C ∈ R l×N is a non-linear transformation of passage representations; and γ ∈ R N is a vector of the predicted probabilities that each passage entails the answer. The action policy is then defined as follows:
where γ τ is the probability of passage τ being selected, computed through Eqn.(5); θ r represents parameters to learn. In the rest of the paper we denote the policy π(τ |q) = π(τ |q; θ r ) for simplicity. In this way, the action is to sample a passage according to its policy π(τ |q) as the input of Reader.
Reader Our Reader extracts an answer span from the passage τ selected by the Ranker. As in previous work (Wang and Jiang, 2017b; Xiong et al., 2017; Seo et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017) , the Reader is used to predict the start and end positions of the answer phrase in the passage. First we process the output of Match-LSTMs on all the passages to produce the probability of the start position of the answer span β s :
where neg n is the id of a sampled passage not containing ground-truth answer during training; V is the total number of words in these passages; e V is thus a V -dimension vector with ones; [·; ·] is the column concatenation operation; W s ∈ R l×l and b s , w s ∈ R l are the parameters to optimize; β s ∈ R V is the probability of the start point of the span.
We similarly compute the probability of the ending position, β e ∈ R V , using separate parameters W e , b e and w e . The loss function can then be expressed as follows:
where a g is the ground-truth answer; τ is sampled according to Eqn.(6), and during training, we keep sampling until passage τ contains a g ; β s a s τ and β e a e τ represents the probability of the start and end positions of a g in passage τ .
Training To train the Ranker-Reader model (R 3 ) we must train both the Ranker, which produces a passage selection, and the Reader which consumes it. We adopt a joint training strategy shown in Algorithm 1. Because the Ranker makes a hard selection of the passage, it is trained using the REINFORCE algorithm. The Reader is trained using standard stochastic gradient descent and backpropagation.
Our training objective is to minimize the following loss function
where L is the loss of the Reader defined in Eqn. Randomly sample a positive passage τ ∼ π(τ |q) 7:
Extract the answer a rc through RC model 8:
Get reward r according to R(a g , a rc |τ ).
9:
Updating Ranker (ranking model) through policy gradient r ∂ ∂Θ log(π(τ |q)) 10:
Updating Reader (RC model) through supervised gradient ∂ ∂Θ L(a g |τ, q) 11: end for the sampled passages with supervised gradients. The gradient of J(Θ) with respect to Θ is:
+ π(τ |q)∇ΘL(a g |τ, q)) = −E τ ∼π(τ |q) [L(a g |τ, q)∇Θ log(π(τ |q)) + ∇ΘL(a g |τ, q)] ≈ −E τ ∼π(τ |q) [R(a g , a rc |τ )∇Θ log(π(τ |q)) + ∇ΘL(a g |τ, q)]
So in training, we first sample a passage τ according to the policy π(τ |q). Then the Reader updates its parameters given the passage τ using standard Backprop and the ranker updates its parameters via policy gradient using L(a|τ, q) as rewards. However, L(a|τ, q) is not bounded and introduces a large variance in gradients (similar to what was reported in Mnih et al. 2014) . To address this, we replace L(a|τ, q) with a bounded reward R(a g , a rc |τ ), which captures how well the answer extracted by the Reader matches the ground-truth answer. Specifically:
where a g is the ground-truth answer; a rc is the answer extracted by Reader; f 1(·, ·) ∈ [0, 1] is the function to compute word-level F1 score between two sequences. The F1 score is used as reward when the two answers a g and a rc share some words but do not exactly match; an exact match is given a larger reward of 2. We give negative reward -1 when there is no overlap.
Prediction During testing, we combine the Ranker and Reader for answer extraction as follows:
Pr(a, τ ) = Pr(a|τ ) Pr(τ ) = e −L(a|τ,q) π(τ |q),
where Pr(a, τ ) is the probability of extracting the answer a from passage τ . We select the answer with the largest Pr(a, τ ) as the final prediction.
Experimental Settings
To evaluate our model we have chosen five challenging datasets under the distant supervision setting following (Chen et al., 2017a )'s work, including Quasar-T (Dhingra et al., 2017b) , SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) , WikiMovie (Miller et al., 2016) , Curat-edTREC (Baudiš andŠedivỳ, 2015) , and WebQuestion (Berant et al., 2013) .
Based on these datasets, we compare to three public baseline models: GA (Dhingra et al., 2017a,b) , BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017) , and DrQA (Chen et al., 2017a) . We also compare to two internal baselines as described below.
Datasets
We experiment with five different data sets whose statistics are shown in Table 2 .
Quasar-T (Dhingra et al., 2017b) is a dataset for SR-QA, with question-answer pairs from various internet sources. Each question is compared to 100 sentence-level candidate passages, retrieved by their IR model from the ClueWeb09 data source, to extract the answer.
The other four datasets we consider are: SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) , the Stanford QA dataset, where each question-answer pair is generated by annotators using a given Wikipedia paragraph; WikiMovie (Miller et al., 2016) which contains movie-related questions from the OMDb and MovieLens databases and where the questions can be answered using Wikipedia pages; Curat-edTREC (Baudiš andŠedivỳ, 2015) , based on TREC (Voorhees and Tice, 2000) and designed for open-domain QA; and WebQuestion (Berant #q(train) (Chen et al., 2017a) . To provide a small yet sufficient search space for our model, we employ a traditional IR method to retrieve relevant passages from the whole of Wikipedia. We use the 2016-12-21 dump of English Wikipedia as our sole knowledge source, and build an inverted index with Lucene 7 . We then take each input question as a query to search for top-200 articles, rank them with BM25, and split them into sentences. The sentences are then ranked by TF-IDF and the top-200 sentences for each question retained.
Baselines
We consider three public baseline models 8 : GA (Dhingra et al., 2017a,b) , a gated-attention reader for text comprehension; BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017) , a reader with bidirectional attention flow for machine comprehension; and DrQA (Chen et al., 2017a) , a document reader for question answering. We also compare our model R 3 with two internal baselines:
Single Reader (SR) This model is trained in the same way as Chen et al. 2017a and Dhingra et al. 2017b . We find all the answer spans that exactly match the ground-truth answers from the retrieved passages and train the Reader using the objective of Eqn.(8). Here τ is randomly sampled from [1, N ] instead of using Eqn.(6).
Simple Ranker-Reader (SR 2 ) This Ranker-Reader model is trained by combining the two different objective functions for the Single Reader and the Ranker models together. In order to train the Ranker, we treat all the passages that contain the ground-truth answer as positive cases and use the following for the Ranker loss:
which is the KL divergence between γ computed through Eqn.(5) and a probability vector y, where y i = 1/N p when the passage i contains the ground-truth answer, and y i = 0/N p otherwise. N p is the total number of passages which contain the ground-truth answer in the top-N passage list.
Implementation Details
In order to increase the likelihood that questionrelated context will be contained in the retrieved passages for the training dataset, if the answer is unique, we combine the question with the answer to form the query for information retrieval. For the testing dataset, we use only the question as a query and collect the top 50 passages for answer extraction.
During training, our R 3 model is first initialized by pre-training the model using the Simple Ranker-Reader (R 2 ), to encourage convergence.
As discussed earlier, the pre-processing and matching layers, Eqn.(1-3), are shared by both Ranker and Reader. The LSTM layer in Eqn.(4) is set to 3 for the Reader and 1 for the Ranker.
Our model is optimized using Adamax (Kingma and Ba, 2015) . We use fixed GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) word embeddings. We set l to 300, batch size to 30, learning rate to 0.002 and we tune the dropout probability only 9 .
Results and Analysis
In this section, we will show the performance of different models on five QA datasets and offer further analysis.
Quasar-T
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Overall Results
Our results are shown in Table 3 . We use F1 score and Exact Match (EM) evaluation metrics 10 . We first observe that on Quasar-T, the Single Reader can exceed state-of-the-art performance. Moreover, unlike DrQA, our models are all trained using distant supervision and, without pre-training on the original SQuAD dataset 11 , our Single Reader model still achieves better performance on the WikiMovie and CuratedTREC datasets.
Next we observe that the Reinforced Ranker-Reader (R 3 ) achieves the best performance on the Quasar-T, WikiMovies, and CuratedTREC datests and achieves significantly better performance than our internal baseline model Simple Ranker-Reader (SR 2 ) on all datasets except CuratedTREC. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of using RL to jointly train the Ranker and Reader both as compared to competing approaches and the non-RL Ranker-Reader baseline.
Further Analysis
In this subsection, we first present an analysis of the improvement of both Ranker and Reader trained with our method, and then discuss ideas for further improvement. 10 Evaluation tooling is from SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) . 11 Quantitative Analysis First, we examine whether our RL approach could help the Ranker overcome the absence of any ground-truth ranking score. To control everything but the change in Ranker, we conduct two experiments combining the same Single Reader with two different Rankers trained from SR 2 and R 3 , respectively. Table 5 : Potential improvement on QA performance by improving the ranker. The performance is based on the Quasar-T test dataset. The TOP-3/5 performance is used to evaluate the further potential improvement by improving rankers (see the "Potential Further Improvement" section).
ble 4. In this setting, the Ranker is the same, while the Reader is trained differently. We infer from this that our proposed methods R 3 can not only improve the Ranker but also the Reader.
Potential Further Improvement We offer a statistical analysis to approximate the upper bound achievable by only improving the ranking models. This is evaluated by computing the QA performance with the best passage among the top-k ranked passages. Specifically, for each question, we extract one answer from each of the top-50 passages retrieved from the IR system, and take the top-k answers with the highest scores according to Eqn.(12) from these. Based on the k answer candidates, we compute the TOP-k F1/EM by evaluating on the answer with highest F1/EM score for each question. This is equivalent to having an oracle ranker that assigns a +∞ score to the passage (from the passages providing top-k candidates) yielding the best answer candidate. Table 5 shows a clear gap between TOP-3/5 and TOP-1 QA performances (over 12-20%). According to our evaluation approach of TOP-k F1/EM and since the same SR model is used, this gap is only from the contribution of the oracle ranker. Although our model is far from the oracle performance, it still provides a useful upper bound for improvement.
Ranker Performance Analysis Next we show the intermediate performance of our method on the ranking step. Since we do not have the groundtruth for the ranking task, we evaluate on pseudo labels: a passage is considered positive if it contains the ground-truth answer. Then a ranker's topk output is considered accurate if any of the k passages contain the answer (i.e. top-k recall). Note that this way of evaluation on top-1 is consistent with the training objective of the ranker in SR 2 .
From the results in Table 7 , the Ranker from R 3 performs significantly better than the one from SR 2 on top-1 and top-3 performance, despite the fact that it is not directly trained to optimize this pseudo accuracy. Given the evaluation bias that favors the SR 2 , this indicates that our R 3 model could make Ranker training easier, compared to training on the objective in Eqn.13 with pseudo labels.
Starting from top-5, the Ranker from R 3 gives slightly lower recall. This is because the two Rankers have a similar ability to rank the potentially useful passages in the top-5, but the evaluation bias benefits the SR 2 Ranker. Overall, our R 3 could successfully rank the potentially more useful passages to the highest positions (top 1-3), improving the overall QA performance.
In Table 6 we show an example which illustrates the importance of good ranking. The passages on the left are from the R 3 Ranker and the ones on the right from the SR 2 Ranker. If SR 2 ranked P2 or P3 higher, it could also have extracted the right answer. In general, if passages that can entail the answer are ranked more accurately, both models could be improved.
Related Work
The task of Open domain question answering dates back to as early as (Green Jr et al., 1961) and was popularized with TREC-8 (Voorhees, 1999) . The task is to produce the answer to a question by exploiting resources such as documents (Voorhees, 1999) , webpages (Kwok et al., 2001) or structured knowledge bases (Berant et al., 2013; Bordes et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2017 ). An early consensus since TREC-8 has produced an approach with three major components: question analysis, document retrieval and ranking, and answer extraction. Although question analysis is relatively mature, answer extraction and document ranking still represent significant challenges. Very recently, information retrieval plus machine reading comprehension (SR-QA) become a promising solution to open-domain QA, especially after datasets created specifically for the multiplepassage RC setting (Nguyen et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017a; Joshi et al., 2017; Dunn et al., 2017; Dhingra et al., 2017b New Zealand 's native species were sitting ducks ! P2 New Zealand 's native species were sitting ducks ! 1080 is a commonly used pesticide since it is very effective on mammals and New Zealand has no native land mammals apart from two species of bat . P3 -LSB-edit -RSB-Fauna Bats were the only mammals of New Zealand until the arrival of humans .
Previously it had been thought that bats were the only terrestrial mammals native to New Zealand . Table 7 : The performance of Rankers (recall of the top-k ranked passages) on the Quasar-T test dataset. This evaluation is simply based on whether the ground-truth appears in the TOP-N passages. IR directly uses the ranking score from raw dataset.
only question-answer pairs provide supervision. Similarly to previous work on open-domain QA, existing deep learning based solutions to the above datasets also rely on a document retrieval module to retrieve a list of passages for RC models to extract answers. Therefore, these approaches suffer from the limitation that the passage ranking scores are determined by n-gram matching (with tf-idf weighting), which is not ideal for the goal of question answering. Our ranker module in R 3 could help to alleviate the above problem, and RL is a natural fit to jointly train the ranker and reader since the passages do not have ground-truth labels. Our work is related to the idea of soft or hard attentions (usually with reinforcement learning) for hierarchical or coarseto-fine decision sequences making in NLP, where the attentions themselves are latent variables. For example, (Lei et al., 2016) propose to first extract informative text fragments then feed them to text classification and question retrieval models. (Cheng and Lapata, 2016) and proposed coarse-to-fine frameworks with an additional sentence-level prediction followed by the original word-level prediction for text summariza-tion and reading comprehension, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first apply this kind of framework to the open-domain question answering.
Conclusion
We have proposed and evaluated R 3 , a new opendomain QA framework which combines IR with a deep learning based Ranker and Reader. First the IR model retrieves the top-N passages (N a hyperparameter) conditioned on the question. Then the Ranker and Reader are trained jointly using reinforcement learning to directly optimize the expectation of extracting the ground-truth answer from the retrieved passages. To predict, the scores computed from Ranker and Reader are summed for the final answer extraction. Our model outperforms a baseline model which jointly trains Ranker and Reader using supervised learning, and R 3 achieves the best performance on several datasets.
